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	[Note: This Second Edition is also available in Kindle format!]

	

	Wireshark is the world's most popular network analyzer tool with over 500,000 downloads per month. This book provides insider tips and tricks to spot performance issues fast - no more finger pointing because the packets never lie! From "Death by Database" to "Troubleshooting Time Syncing," 49 case studies offer insight into performance and security situations solved with Wireshark.

	

	Learn to customize Wireshark for faster and more accurate analysis of your network traffic. Build graphs to identify and expose issues such as packet loss, receiver congestion, slow server response, network queuing and more.

	

	This book is the Official Study Guide for the Wireshark Certified Network Analyst program.

	

	This Second Edition includes an introduction to IPv6, ICMPv6 and DHCPv6 analysis, updated Wireshark functionality and new trace files. Refer to wiresharkbook.com for book supplements, index, table of contents and more.
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International Economics (9th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Nobel Prize winning economist Paul Krugman, renowned researcher Maurice Obstfeld, and new co-author Marc Melitz of Harvard University, continue to set the standard for International Economics courses with the text that remains the market leader in the U.S. and around the world.

	

	International...
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Big Data Analytics with Microsoft HDInsight in 24 Hours, Sams Teach YourselfSams Publishing, 2015



	With Microsoft HDInsight, business professionals and data analysts can rapidly leverage the power of Hadoop on a flexible, scalable cloud-based platform, using Microsoft's accessible business intelligence, visualization, and productivity tools. Now, in just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you can learn all the skills and...
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Handbook on Hyperbaric MedicineSpringer, 2006

	The decade since the first Handbook on Hyperbaric Medicine has seen major advances: studies have clarified the actions of hyperbaric oxygenation; clinical practice is becoming more scientific; various organisational and operational guidelines are now widely accepted. This new Handbook arises from the EU Co-operation in Science and Technology...
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Search Engine Optimization For Dummies, Second Edition (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Build sites search engines love, and see your business boom
Find out how to make your site pop to the top when the search is on    

Search engines, search directories, search systems – it’s enough to make you search for antacids! Well, relax – this book not only tells you which is which, it gives you the inside track...
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Practical Android 4 Games DevelopmentApress, 2011


	Hi there, and welcome to the world of Android game development. You came here to learn

	about game development on Android, and we hope to be the people who enable you to

	realize your ideas.





	Together we'll cover quite a range of materials and topics: Android basics, audio and

	graphics programming, a little math...
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Better, Faster, Lighter JavaO'Reilly, 2004
In Better, Faster, Lighter Java authors  Bruce Tate and Justin Gehtland argue that the old  heavyweight architectures, such as WebLogic, JBoss, and  WebSphere, are unwieldy, complicated, and contribute to slow  and buggy application code.  As an alternative, the authors  present two "lightweight" open...
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